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Discrimination between foods is crucial for the nutrition and survival of animals. Remarkable progress has been made through molecular
and genetic manipulations in the understanding of the coding of taste at the receptor level. However, much less is known about the cortical
processing of taste sensation and the organizing principles of the gustatory cortex (GC). Using genetic tracing, it has recently been shown
that sweet and bitter taste are processed through segregated neuronal circuitries along the gustatory pathway up to the cortical level. This
is in disagreement with the evidence that GC neurons recorded in both anesthetized and behaving animals responded to multiple taste
modalities (including sweet and bitter). To investigate the functional architecture of the GC in regard to taste modalities, we used in vivo
intrinsic optical imaging, a technique that has been successfully applied to explore the organization of other neocortical regions. We
found that four of the primary taste modalities (sweet, bitter, salty, and sour) are represented by distinctive spatial patterns but that no
region was specific to a single modality. In addition, we found that two tastants of similar hedonic value (pleasant or unpleasant) activated
areas with more common regions than two tastants with opposite hedonic value. In summary, we propose that these specific cortical
patterns can be used to discriminate among various tastants.
Key words: taste maps; taste coding; in vivo imaging; sensory perception; intrinsic imaging; gustatory cortex

Introduction
In mammals, the process of encoding chemical information into
taste perception extends from the receptor level to the primary
gustatory cortex (GC) and to other multimodal areas (Rolls,
2005; Scott, 2005). GC neurons respond to chemical stimuli representing the five taste modalities, salty, sour, bitter, sweet, and
umami (taste of glutamate) (Yamamoto et al., 1980; Ogawa et al.,
1990; Stapleton et al., 2006) but also to textures and viscosity
(Katz et al., 2001; Verhagen et al., 2004) and to the palatability
(ingestion/rejection) of a tastant (Yamamoto et al., 1989). The
GC also plays a role in the acquisition and retention of conditioned taste aversion (Yamamoto et al., 1994). The GC is therefore involved in complex processing of a tastant, including its
identity, nonchemical properties, palatability, and memory. In
this study, we investigated how different gustatory stimuli are
spatially represented in the GC.
Two main theories on how tastant information is processed
have been proposed (Smith and St. John, 1999). According to the
“labeled-line” model, peripheral neurons best responding to a
given taste modality carry the information on segregated pathways to the brain. The “across-fiber” theory says that different
tastants are represented by different activity across a neuronal
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population. Focusing on the GC level, consistent with the
labeled-line model, a recent genetic tracing approach showed
partially segregated neuronal circuitries for bitter and sweet along
the entire gustatory pathway (Sugita and Shiba, 2005). Using
extracellular recordings from anesthetized rats, a chemotopic organization of the primary GC was proposed (Yamamoto et al.,
1985).
In contrast, other electrophysiological studies (Hanamori et
al., 1998; Stapleton et al., 2006) have shown that the majority of
GC neurons respond to multiple taste (including bitter and
sweet) and other sensory modalities (mechanical, visceral). It has
been also proposed that GC neurons carry taste information in
their temporal and correlated firing patterns (Katz et al., 2001,
2002). This suggests a distributed but also dynamic model for
taste coding. Although providing valuable information on firing
activity of individual neurons, these electrophysiological approaches are not ideal to investigate the spatial organization of
neuronal activity.
To address the issue of tastant identity and palatability representation, we conducted in vivo intrinsic optical imaging to map
functional activity of a large cortical region (Grinvald et al.,
1986). This method has been applied for the mapping of many
sensory brain regions such as the olfactory bulb (Rubin and Katz,
1999), visual (Bonhoeffer and Grinvald, 1991; Bosking et al.,
2000), somatosensory (Masino et al., 1993), and auditory (Bakin
et al., 1996) cortices. Previous attempts to provide such data on
the taste cortex (Yoshimura et al., 2004) must be regarded as
inconclusive because the authors, although reporting segregated
activation patterns after NaCl and sucrose stimulation, do not
present any quantification supporting their claim. In addition, no
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unpalatable stimuli were used, leaving the question of cortical
palatability representation unaddressed.
In this study, we found that four different taste modalities are
represented by specific spatial patterns containing both distinct
and overlapping regions, which can account for both segregated
and across-population processing of a tastant. These cortical patterns may play a role in the discrimination among tastants.

Materials and Methods
Animals and surgery. The experiments were performed on postnatal day
19 (P19) to P29 Wistar rats (Charles River, Saint-Aubin Les Elbeuf,
France). Rats were anesthetized with urethane (1.5 g/kg, i.p.). Heart rate,
respiration rate, and lack of pain reflexes were monitored throughout the
experiment. Additional urethane (20% of initial dose) was administered
if needed. The body temperature was kept between 36.5 and 38°C using a
heating pad and a rectal probe (FHC, Bowdoinham, ME). A local anesthetic, lidocaine (Streuli, Uznach, Switzerland), was injected before any
skin cut. Occasional intraperitoneal injections of 0.9% NaCl solution
were made to prevent dehydration.
The animal was tracheotomized using Intramedic PE160 tubing (BD
Biosciences, Sparks, MD) and mounted on a custom-made stereotaxic
snout frame, which was then tilted laterally by 60° to have access to the
right part of the face. Skin was cut and right masseter muscle, zygomatic
arch, and eye were carefully removed. An oval plastic chamber was then
cemented (GC Reline; GC America, Alsip, IL) to the skull to create a
watertight compartment, the snout was freed to access the oral cavity,
and the same cement was used to fix the animal to a new head frame by
the dorsal part of the skull. A rectangular craniotomy was performed in
the skull (⫺2 to ⫹2 mm anterior bregma and ⫺1 to ⫹2 mm ventrodorsally from the rhinal sulcus), keeping the dura mater intact. The chamber
was then filled with transparent 1% agarose and flattened with a glass
coverslip to reduce underlying brain movements, and images were collected through this agar window. All animal protocols conformed to the
Swiss federal laws.
Intrinsic signal imaging. Intrinsic signals originates from different
mechanisms such as changes in the physical properties of the tissue
and/or changes of fluorescence or absorption of intrinsic molecules (for
example, hemoglobin) (for review, see Grinvald et al., 1999). However,
all of these signals can be efficiently used for functional mapping and are
giving similar results (Frostig et al., 1990). This technique offers the best
solution to reliably monitor activity of cortical regions with a very good
spatial (but poor temporal) resolution (Grinvald et al., 1986; Frostig et
al., 1990).
The cortex was illuminated with red light at 700 nm (bandpass, 20 nm)
using a stable 100 W halogen lamp and a light guides system. Images were
acquired at 30 Hz for 10 s using the Imager 3001F system (Optical Imaging, Mountainside, NJ) mounted on a custom-build macroscope [Navitar (Rochester, NY) 25 mm or Nikon (Tokyo, Japan) 50 mm, bottom
lenses; Nikon 135 mm, f ⫽ 2.0, upper lens]. The dimensions for a collected pixel matrix of 126 ⫻ 126 pixels were 2.6 ⫻ 2.6 mm (with the 25
mm objective). The blood vessel pattern was taken using green light (546
nm interference filter) at the beginning of each experimental session,
before setting the focal plane at 650 m below the surface to blur the
surface blood vessels.
Tastant and mechanical stimulations. Taste stimuli were delivered
through eight separate silicone tubes connected to a perfusion pencil
made of eight independent polyimide lines. The common cone-shaped
tip of the pencil was inserted for a length of 2 cm into the oral cavity of the
animal held agape. Each tube was associated with its own pressurized
fluid reservoir (20 ml syringes). Starting 1 s after data frame acquisition,
tastants were delivered at 0.3 ml/s for 3 s, a time sufficient to flood the
entire oral cavity. Tastant application was controlled by a computerdriven array of pinch valves (ValveLink 8; AutoMate Scientific, San Francisco, CA). All reagent-grade chemicals (NaCl, sucrose, quinine-HCl,
citric acid; Sigma, St. Louis, MO) used as tastants were diluted in doubledistilled water to obtain the desired concentrations, and the solutions
were prepared at least on a weekly basis.
In this study, we did not apply umami substances such as glutamate for
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the potential complexity of the elicited response because of its salt component and of the species differences for the glutamate taste (Yamamoto
et al., 1991). The concentrations used (apart from 10 mM NaCl) were
suprathreshold, chosen to elicit a medium-to-strong response on the
peripheral nerve fibers in rats (Frank, 1991) and a consistent signal in the
GC (our unpublished observations). Each tastant was applied from 6 to
28 times in the same rat. A distilled water (dH2O) rinse period of 35– 45
s was given between two consecutive stimuli applications. Because of the
preparation time before imaging (4 –5 h) and the long rinse period, only
a subset of tastants (usually two or three) could be applied to a single
animal to reach a sufficient number of individual presentations for a
particular solution. Using a solution of methylene blue, we observed that
the papillae in the front of the tongue and in the palate were stained,
whereas the circumvallate papilla was not (supplemental Fig. S2 A, B,
available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). We observed a
stain on the lateral sides of the tongue, but we are unsure whether the
foliate papillae were effectively stimulated. Therefore, the intrinsic signals obtained are mainly the result of stimulation of anterior tongue and
palate receptors. However, recent studies showed that, in rats, the neural
coding of taste modality depends primarily on the inputs of the facial
nerve (anterior tongue and palate), whereas the glossopharyngeal projections (lateroposterior tongue) seem to be more involved in oromotor
acceptance/rejection behaviors (King et al., 1999, 2003; Simon et al.,
2006). In addition, all modalities are represented in the anterior part of
the oral cavity (Chandrashekar et al., 2006). For these reasons, we believe
that the intrinsic signals reported here are relevant for taste coding.
For mechanical stimulation, a piezo-controlled inert glass pipette (ø ⫽
2 mm; l ⫽ 13 mm; Sigmann Elektronik, Hüffenhardt, Germany) was
inserted into the oral cavity and hit the tongue for 3 s at 10 Hz beginning
1 s after starting image acquisition. The protocol was repeated four times.
Stimulation protocols were all programmed with Matlab (The MathWorks, Natick, MA).
Data analysis. All analyses were performed using custom Matlab
scripts. The images obtained for presentations of the same tastant were
averaged in each individual rat. The responses were obtained dividing by
the average of the first 15 blank frames of each data acquisition period
(representing a respiratory cycle of ⬃500 ms). Unspecific and diffused
darkening of the cortical region after stimulus application (DC shift) was
treated with a two-dimensional Gaussian high-pass filter (1/2  ⫽ 50
pxls), whereas a temporal low-pass elliptic filter ( fstop ⫽ 2 Hz; fpass ⫽ 1
Hz; Rstop ⫽ 50 dB; Rpass ⫽ 1 dB) was used to reduce the effect of heart beat
and respiratory artifacts.
Statistical maps for each animal were obtained by one-tailed t test, the
alternate hypothesis being that for each pixel the mean value in the control condition (no stimulus) was significantly greater ( p ⬍ 0.05) than the
mean in the stimulus condition. In the imaging experiments, we did not
choose distilled water as the reference condition because the response
water evoked differed from the ones evoked by other tastants (see Figs. 2,
4), consistent with the hypothesis that it could be considered a tastant per
se (de Araujo et al., 2003; Stapleton et al., 2006). For gustatory stimulation, the t test was performed on time-averaged frames over a 4 s period
starting 1 s after stimulus onset. The choice of the time window was made
to allow for the most consistent and strongest part of the signal (for a
typical time course, see Fig. 4C). Because of the faster dynamics of the
mechanical response, to allow for the most relevant part of the signal,
statistics were done on time-averaged frames over a 1.5 s period, 500 ms
after stimulus onset.
We also performed an alternative statistical approach that is not limited by the choice of a fixed time window but rather assesses significant
responses by matching it to a temporal template of typical cortical intrinsic signal activation. We chose as a template an exponential decay function that fitted particularly well the decrease of reflectance observed. The
statistical threshold was set to p ⬍ 0.001, corrected with a Bonferroni
criterion on a matrix of 126 ⫻ 126 pixels, which yields a false positive
probability of ⬍1 ⫻ 10 ⫺7 (for a detailed description, see supplemental
material, available at www.jneurosci.org). The maps obtained gave similar results as the ones with the standard method [compare Figs. 5B, S1 B
(available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material)].
In both standard and alternative method, the statistical maps were
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aligned with respect to the relative position of
the middle cerebral artery (MCA) and the rhinal veins (RHVs). These maps were then
merged into population maps in which the
color scale indicates the consistency of the response across animals (high values meaning
that the same region was activated in many
rats).
Figure 1. Localization of the primary gustatory cortex within the rat insular cortex. A, Approximate size and location of the
Consistency index and overlap. In the overlap primary GC with respect to anatomical landmarks (blood vessels) and other sensory areas of the brain. mca, Middle cerebral artery;
analysis (see Fig. 5C–E), we started from the rhv, rhinal veins; S1BF, primary somatosensory area barrel field. Scale bar, 2 mm. B, Coronal section showing location of the GC
population maps and generated new binary within the insular cortex (IC), between piriform cortex (Pir) and primary somatosensory cortex (S1). lot, Lateral olfactory tract; rs,
maps (1 and 0 values) for every modality by rhinal sulcus. Scale bar, 2 mm.
considering a threshold applied to every pixel
of the map on the number of animals respondthis behavioral paradigm, we monitored the licking behavior of the rats
ing. We called this threshold the “consistency index.” As an example, if
throughout the trial duration (licking the tube closed an electrical cirone chooses a fixed consistency index of 20% (as in Fig. 5C), a pixel in the
cuit). We chose distilled water, the most neutral liquid stimulus among
population map A will be given a value of 1 if at least 20% of the animals
the five, to evaluate preference or avoidance. Therefore, the licking patrespond in this very same pixel. The degree of overlap between two maps
terns for the different tastants were all normalized to the water licking
A and B was computed as the ratio of the surfaces of A 艚 B (common
pattern. Using this simple paradigm, the hedonic value of a particular
activated area) over A 艛 B (overall activated area). Figure 5, D and E,
taste solution could be easily monitored. A significant increase of the
shows how the overlap evolves as a function of the consistency index.
licking rate with respect to the baseline (represented by the licking patIn the concentration-dependent analysis, the latencies were calculated
tern during the first second of the trial, before stimulus application) was
from the individual time course response to each concentration. The
associated with attraction, whereas a significant decrease of the licking
value on the time axis was determined by the intersection between the
rate reflected repulsion (paired t test analysis).
linear regression of the baseline and the regression line obtained by considering the curve points between 20 and 80% of the maximum response
amplitude. In the overlap analysis (see Fig. 5C–E), the value representing
Results
the threshold of rats responding was rounded at the closest integer numFunctional localization of the GC
ber. In Figure 5E for same tastant comparison, we chose two random
The GC is located in the insular cortex (Kosar et al., 1986) (Fig. 1),
subpools (nine animals each) from the total pool of animals in which
anterior and dorsal to areas receiving visceral and nociceptive
NaCl had been applied, calculated the overlap between the two, and
inputs (Cechetto and Saper, 1987; Barnett et al., 1995). The MCA
repeated the procedure several times. A similar modus operandi was used
and the RHVs provide anatomical landmarks helping to locate
with sucrose, citric acid, and quinine maps and the results were averaged
precisely the GC (Yamamoto et al., 1985; Kosar et al., 1986). The
together (black curve). The overlap values among five stimuli (four tasMCA passes vertically through the GC, whereas the RHV runs in
tants and water) were averaged to obtain the different tastant curve (red
in the figure).
the rhinal sulcus, perpendicular to the MCA and ventral to the
Dye injection and histology. After exposing the GC, a pipette was filled
GC (Fig. 1 A). Despite the very lateral location of the GC (Fig.
with CellTracker Orange (Invitrogen, Eugene, OR) and inserted in taste1 B), we exposed for the first time the region of interest in anesspecific region. Ten minutes after injecting 300 nl of the dye (10 mM), rats
thetized rats and imaged tastant-evoked signals.
were perfused first with saline (0.9% NaCl) containing heparin (5 U/ml)
Applying different tastant solutions on the tongue consisat 37°C, and then with 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) in 0.1 M phosphate
tently activated a region in the GC, whereas there was no obvious
buffer at 4°C. Brains were harvested and postfixed for 24 h in 4% PFA at
signal when no stimulus was applied (Fig. 2 A). Furthermore, in
4°C, and then cut in 40 m coronal sections with a vibratome (VT1000;
this particular example, application of distilled water failed to
Leica, Wetzlar, Germany). Sections were counterstained with the fluoelicit a response. We used these images to generate maps for water
rescent Nissl stains Neurotrace blue (Invitrogen) and imaged with a conor taste stimuli in which, with respect to the no-stimulus condifocal microscope (TCS SP2 AOBS; Leica).
tion, only statistically significant pixels were plotted (see MateriBehavior analysis. A total of six naive Wistar rats (four females and two
males; P22 at the beginning of the test) were used as subjects. Because no
als and Methods). Thus, for each rat, we obtained a statistical
gender difference was observed, all data were pooled. The rats were
map. To look for regions consistently activated across different
placed on a 12 h light/dark cycle, and all behavioral training was conanimals, using the MCA and the RHVs as reference landmarks we
ducted during daytime. During the training period, animals had ad libialigned and grouped all statistical maps (n ⫽ 27 rats). We contum access to food but were on a water-restricted access schedule defirmed at a population level that tastants consistently activated a
signed to sufficiently motivate them to sample from the drinking spout.
region of ⬃3 mm 2 in the GC (Fig. 2 B, right). Interestingly, in
Continuous water restriction was never longer than 12 h, and at the end
several
rats water application elicited a response in a caudal reof an experimental day the rats were given 10 min ad libitum access to
gion
(Fig.
2 B, left).
water to keep them at ⬎85% of their baseline body weight. All animal
To verify that the signals were indeed coming from the GC, we
care and procedures were in accordance with the Swiss federal laws.
injected a red dye in the regions in which we repeatedly observed
Rats were placed individually in a custom-made gustometer allowing
the delivery of different taste solution at the same licking spout. The final
taste signals (n ⫽ 3 rats) (Fig. 2C). After perfusing the animals
spout contained eight separate delivery lines, made with inert quartz
and processing the brain, we confirmed the presence of the dye in
tubing of 250 m inner diameter The application was made by opening
the gustatory cortex (n ⫽ 3) (compare Figs. 2C, 1C). These data
computer driven pinch valves controlled by custom software proshow that tastant applications trigger neural activities that can be
grammed in Igor (WaveMetrics, Lake Oswego, OR). The rat initiated
consistently imaged in the GC in vivo.
each trial by breaking a light beam at the sampling port opening (see Fig.
6 A). One second after trial start, one pinch valve opened for 500 ms
Specificity of taste versus somatosensory response
leading to the delivery of a drop (⬃4 –5 l) of one taste solution (500 mM
To test whether activation of the GC was the result of taste stimNaCl, 500 mM sucrose, 10 mM citric acid, 20 mM quinine, and dH2O).
ulation or was partly a consequence of the mechanical stimulaEach trial induced the presentation of a new taste and the next trial was
initialized at least 2.5 s after the end of the delivery of the last stimulus. In
tion caused by liquid delivery on the tongue, we exposed the same
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Figure 2. In vivo imaging of taste evoked response in the gustatory cortex. A, Left, Vascular pattern taken with a 546 nm illumination filter. The following images represent intrinsic responses
averaged over 36 presentations of control (no stimulus), distilled water, and tastants of different modalities. Frames are averaged over a period of 2 s, 1 s after stimulus onset. Tastant-activated area
is outlined and reported in all images. Scale bar, 500 m. B, Interanimal variability analysis of the cortical regions activated by tastants. Population maps (n ⫽ 27) of statistically responsive pixels
to distilled water and to the average of all tastants responses are shown. The color scale gives a measure of the consistency of the response across animals (high values meaning that the same region
was activated in many rats). Scale bar, 1 mm. C, Anatomical localization of the responsive area. Injection of a red dye in the taste-activated cortex before perfusion and sectioning of rat brain. The
red spot in the coronal section counterstained with fluorescent Nissl stain (green) is localized within the insular cortex. rrhv, Rostral rhinal vein. See Figure 1 for other abbreviations. Scale bar, 1 mm.

taste specificity of our signals in experiments in which the chorda tympani nerve
(innervating taste buds of the anterior part
of the tongue and the anterior foliate papillae) was bilaterally sectioned (supplemental Fig. S2C, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). We
observed that the signal induced by tastant
stimulation was abolished after sensory
nerve cut. This is seen in the histograms of
Fig. S2 D, in which the amplitude of the
signals dramatically decreases after the
cut, when compared with the situation before the nerve cut (before, ⫺7.3 ⫻ 10 ⫺5 ⫾
1.33 ⫻ 10 ⫺5; after, ⫺9.8 ⫻ 10 ⫺6 ⫾ 1.2 ⫻
10 ⫺5; n ⫽ 3 rats; paired t test, p ⬍ 0.05).
Figure 3. Signals imaged in the gustatory cortex are taste specific. A1, Schematic drawing of the taste stimulation system. A2,
Together, these results do not rule out a
Intrinsic response averaged over all control and tastant presentations (144 and 24, respectively). Frames are averaged over a possible somatosensory contribution to
period of 2 s from response onset. B1, Schematic drawing of the mechanical stimulation system. B2, Response after mechanical the response of our taste stimulation but
stimulation of the tongue (120 averaged presentations; frames averaged 1.5 s from response onset) in the same animal as in A.
the slow dynamics of intrinsic signals
Outlined (in red and yellow) over the vessel pattern are the two nonoverlapping regions activated by taste and mechanical
could not allow us to separate the somatostimulation. C, Interanimal variability analysis of cortical regions activated by mechanical stimulation of the tongue (n ⫽ 5). The
white outline (reported from Fig. 2 B and rescaled) shows that the separation between gustatory and somatosensory responsive sensory and the chemosensory part of the
areas is consistent across animals. Scale bar, 1 mm. stim., Stimulation; Dors, dorsal; Ventr, ventral; Caud, caudal; Rostr, rostral; gustatory response as assessed by electrophysiological recordings in awake animals
Mech., mechanical. See Figure 1 for other abbreviations.
(Katz et al., 2001). We could nevertheless
conclude that responses produced by our
animals to both taste and mechanical stimuli (n ⫽ 5 rats). We first
liquid-delivery system were taste related and were not the result
imaged the response to different tastants (Fig. 3A1), localizing the
of a pure mechanical stimulation. The segregation of the reevoked response in the GC (Fig. 3A2). In the same animal, we
sponses attributable to two different sensory modalities is also an
mechanically stimulated the tongue using a glass capillary actuadditional confirmation of how optical intrinsic signals reliably
ated by a piezoelectric (Fig. 3B1). This protocol induced a remonitor the activation of functionally distinct neuronal
sponse originating in a region dorsal to the GC, reflecting the
populations.
somatosensory representation of the tongue and the orofacial
region (Remple et al., 2003) (Fig. 3B2). After mechanical stimuConcentration dependence of taste response
lation, no relevant signal was observed in the GC. This is shown in
We next addressed the issue of the consistency of cortical rethe population map obtained from the five rats (Fig. 3C). Consponse for a specific taste. In particular, we explored how the
versely, no signal attributable to taste stimulation was observed in
concentration of the stimulus affects its cortical representation.
the above-noted somatosensory area. Finally, we confirmed the
This was accomplished by exposing a group of animals (n ⫽ 7) to
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Figure 4. Analysis of concentration-dependent response to NaCl. A, Example of intrinsic response to three concentrations of NaCl (average of 6 presentations each). Frames are averaged over a
period of 2 s from response onset. The white outline is traced with respect to the 500 mM response. Scale bar, 500 m. B, Time course of responses to control, dH2O, and NaCl averaged across animals
(n ⫽ 7). The black bar above the curves indicates the duration of stimulus application. C, Superposition of the dose curves represented in B at an expanded timescale. D, Histograms across animals
representing from left to right: decreasing latencies (response time onset), decreasing average time to reach response peak, and increasing maximum amplitude of the response with increasing
concentrations. Values (B–D) are means ⫾ SEM. E, Population maps (n ⫽ 7) of statistically responsive pixels. Note the stereotyped regions activated between animals at several concentrations.
Scale bar, 500 m.

three increasing concentrations of NaCl, which for an awake behaving rat were close to threshold (10 mM), moderately salty (100
mM), and salty (500 mM) (Contreras and Catalanotto, 1980). As a
result, we found that activated areas were centered on the same
cortical regions, although the amplitude and the extent of the
responses increased with concentration (Fig. 4 A). We quantified
the concentration-dependent responses across animals by comparing the time course of the response in the activated regions
(Fig. 4 B). The absolute amplitude of responses increased (from
10 to 500 mM: 1.38 ⫻ 10 ⫺4 ⫾ 0.72 ⫻ 10 ⫺4, 2.44 ⫻ 10 ⫺4 ⫾ 0.95 ⫻
10 ⫺4, and 3.00 ⫻ 10 ⫺4 ⫾ 1.04 ⫻ 10 ⫺4 ⌬R/R), whereas the time
to peak decreased at higher concentrations (5.40 ⫾ 0.76, 3.75 ⫾
0.43, and 3.29 ⫾ 0.36 ms), indicating that the GC responds in
proportion to gustatory stimulus intensity (Fig. 4C,D). The latency of the response also exhibited a decrease with increasing
concentrations (10 mM, 725 ⫾ 378 ms; 100 mM, 638 ⫾ 234 ms;
500 mM, 431 ⫾ 148 ms). Population maps for the three salt concentrations (n ⫽ 7 rats) (Fig. 4 E) indicate that the extent of
activated regions is more consistent across animals when the concentration is far above the detection threshold (Fig. 4 E, white
outline). A small response in the outlined salt-specific region
(vertically, rostral to the MCA) is also present in two animals after
the application of the lowest salt concentration (10 mM).

Maps of taste modalities
We next studied the spatial representation of the four basic taste
modalities, salty, sweet, sour, and bitter in the GC. Intrinsic signal
maps showed that, in the same rat, 500 mM sucrose (sweet) and 20
mM quinine (bitter) stimuli induced responses in regions that
were quite distinct (Fig. 5A, top). In another example, two other
taste modalities (salty and sour) are compared and the responses
show again two differential patterns of activation (Fig. 5A, bottom). These observations were further confirmed for a large
number of animals. We tested four stimuli: NaCl (500 mM; n ⫽
18 animals), sucrose (500 mM; n ⫽ 15), citric acid (10 mM; n ⫽ 8),
and quinine (20 mM; n ⫽ 8). After performing imaging experiments, population maps were generated. The resulting maps for
each individual taste modality were quite stereotyped, because
the animals tended to display responses in the same region of the
GC (Fig. 5B). Importantly, the different taste stimuli elicited distinct spatial domains of activation. The population maps are the
result of statistical analyses performed on time-averaged frames
over a window representing the most consistent and strongest
part of the response (see Materials and Methods and Fig. 4C for
typical activation time course). As a check, we used, as an alternative analysis, a linear parametric test that compares the temporal evolution of the intensity of a pixel to the typical intrinsic
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adopted, the maps evoked by different tastants also show overlapping regions that
are consistent with the existence of
broadly tuned GC neurons (Hanamori et
al., 1998; Stapleton et al., 2006). These results can be visualized if the population
maps for two tastants are overlaid with the
area responding to one tastant in green,
the other in red, and the overlapping region in yellow (Fig. 5C). These overlay
plots were obtained from the population
maps by using a threshold on every pixel
(indicating the number of animals responding) that we called “consistency index” (see Materials and Methods) because
it reflects the reproducibility of the activated area across animals.
A quantification of the overlap was
performed by comparing one-by-one the
population maps resulting from all different stimuli applications (four tastants, Fig.
5B; distilled water, Fig. 2 B; mechanical,
Fig. 3C). The results are presented in matrices in which the color code reflects the
degree of overlap between two maps (0 being no overlap and 1 being complete overlap) (Fig. 5D). The three matrices correspond to the overlaps computed for
different consistency indices. First, low
overlap values confirmed that taste and
mechanical stimulation activate segregated regions (as shown in Fig. 3C). Furthermore, different taste modalities activated different GC regions because the
degree of overlap was usually ⬍50% and
dramatically decreased when increasing
the threshold (i.e., resulting in a more stereotyped map) (Fig. 5D). We then plotted
the averaged overlapping degree between
stimuli as a function of the consistency index (Fig. 5E). The overlap between different tastants was significantly higher than
the one between tastants and water
(ANOVA; F(1,8) ⫽ 9.4; p ⬍ 0.02) (data not
Figure 5. Differential activation patterns of tastant modalities. A, Two different examples of activation maps after sucrose and shown) or taste and mechanical maps
⫺4
quinine stimulation (top) and NaCl and citric acid stimulation (bottom). Twenty-eight presentations of each stimulus are aver- (F(1,9) ⫽ 40.9; p ⬍ 2 ⫻ 10 ). This analysis
aged. Note that the some regions activated are clearly different. B, Population maps for the four basic taste modalities, NaCl (n ⫽ quantified the region specificity for gusta18), sucrose (n ⫽ 15), citric acid (n ⫽ 8), and quinine (n ⫽ 8). Imaging was done on a total of 27 animals, testing at least two tory over pure mechanical response. As a
tastants chosen randomly among the four. Color scale “Max” represents 60% of total number of animals. C, Comparison of control for interanimal variability, we
activated areas between tastants. The yellow areas represent overlapping regions. Single stimulus surfaces are derived from B generated two population maps for the
considering pixels responding with a consistency index of 20%. Scale bars, 500 m. D, Matrices showing the relative degree of
same taste modality by randomly selecting
overlap (°Ovl) between stimuli. The three matrices are computed from different consistency indices (20, 30, and 40%). Color-coded
subpools of animals and computed their
values are the result of the ratio between the overlap area (yellow in C) and the total activated area. The value for the white squares
is 1. N, NaCl; Suc, S, sucrose; CA, C, citric acid; Quin, Q, quinine; dWat, W, distilled water; Mec, M, mechanical. E, Overlap curves as degree of overlap (see Materials and
a function of the consistency index. Mean overlap values among same tastants pairs (ST) (black), different tastants pairs (DT) (red), Methods). We found that a match beand between mechanical stimulation and tastants (blue). Difference between black and red line is statistically significant using tween same tastant maps was significantly
greater than between different taste moANOVA (*Newman–Keuls post hoc test, at least p ⬍ 0.0004).
dality maps (F(1,30) ⫽ 9.3; p ⬍ 0.005) (Fig.
5E, compare black and red curves). This
signal time course [see Materials and Methods and supplemental
outcome leads to consider the dissimilarities between population
material (available at www.jneurosci.org)]. The resulting popumaps of different tastants not as the result of interanimal variabillation maps are similar to the ones obtained with the standard
ity but instead as the consequence of functionally distinct actiprocedure (supplemental Fig. S1, available at www.jneurosci.org
vated areas that could be used for taste modality discrimination.
as supplemental material). Independent of the two methods
The analysis of response overlap across the four taste modal-
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maps are not dependent on the time window of integration in the
first 4 s of the response (see supplemental material, available at
www.jneurosci.org). Therefore, it was possible to associate the
positive or negative hedonic value of the tastant (behaviorally
established in the above-noted time window) with the cortical
patterns elicited by each tastant in the imaging experiments. Together, the imaging results suggest that the information on tastant hedonic value, which is determined earlier in the gustatory
pathway (Grill and Norgren, 1978), is spatially kept at the level of
the GC.

Figure 6. Behavioral assessment of hedonic value associated to different tastants. A, Organization of a taste preference trial. The rat’s head first enters the sampling port, breaks an
infrared (IR) beam and begins to lick the sampling spout. After 1 s, the taste solution is delivered
for 500 ms. The frequency of licking is monitored throughout the trial. The next trial is initialized
at least 2.5 s after the end of the delivery of the last stimulus, and the tastants are presented in
a random manner with at least one water trial between two different taste stimuli. B, Behavioral preference to the four compounds used at the same concentrations as in the imaging
experiment. The histograms represent the relative average licking pattern across subjects (n ⫽
6) obtained from the responses of the single rat across five experimental sessions (250 trials for
each session). The result is obtained as a ratio between stimulus and water response (dotted line
indicates a ratio of 1). We averaged across a time window of 1 s, right after the stimulus
presentation. Note the significant increase of the licking rate with respect to the baseline (1 s
period before stimulus application) for 500 mM sucrose and 500 mM NaCl and the decrease for
20 mM quinine and 10 mM citric acid (*at least p ⬍ 0.005, all statistics with paired t test
analysis). Error bars indicate SEM.

ities revealed the emergence of two groups of stimuli, related to
what can be defined as the appetitive (or hedonic) value of the
stimulus itself. In fact, higher overlap values were found between
NaCl and sucrose, associated with good nutrients, or between
quinine and citric acid, associated with noxious or unripe substances (Fig. 5D). This may suggest a possible additional level of
spatial organization representing tastant hedonic value: a pattern
for attractive and a pattern for aversive stimuli. Does this activity
pattern in the GC really match with taste preference behavior,
considering the same stimuli and concentrations used for the
imaging experiments? To address this question, we developed a
behavioral task to quantify the reactions of rats (n ⫽ 6) to these
taste solutions (500 mM NaCl, 500 mM sucrose, 10 mM citric acid,
20 mM quinine, and water). After 1 s of licking baseline, we delivered a small quantity of a taste stimulus for 500 ms and measured the change in the licking rate (Fig. 6 A). To evaluate the
preference for a given taste, the licking patterns were normalized
to the water licking pattern. An increase or decrease of the licking
rate after taste presentation with respect to the baseline was used
to classify a stimulus as attractive or repulsive (in comparison
with water). Most importantly, sucrose and NaCl (at 500 mM)
show a significant increase in the licking rate with respect to the
baseline (average from 0.5 to 1.5 s poststimulus onset, NaCl,
115 ⫾ 3%, p ⬍ 0.005; sucrose, 146 ⫾ 13%, p ⬍ 0.001), whereas
applications of citric acid and quinine cause a significant decrease
in the licking rate (citric acid, 80 ⫾ 2.6%, p ⬍ 0.0008; quinine,
49 ⫾ 7%, p ⬍ 0.0007) (Fig. 6 B). This behavioral task confirms
that 500 mM sucrose is attractive and that 10 mM citric acid and 20
mM quinine are aversive. It also shows that short presentations of
500 mM NaCl are attractive, at least to a water-deprived animal
(Scalera, 2000). The dynamics of the behavioral response are
faster (Halpern and Tapper, 1971) with respect to the intrinsic
signal, and it was not possible to stimulate in the same way in the
two experiments (imaging and behavior). However, the temporal
evolution of the intrinsic signal is quite stereotyped (Fig. 4C),
and, as described by the linear model analysis, the activation

Discussion
Spatial representation of taste modalities accommodates for both
segregated and distributed activity
Using in vivo optical imaging, we demonstrated that each taste
modality is specifically represented by activation of localized domains in the rat GC. The activated domains for the four basic
taste modalities are evident from the examples shown in Figure
5A. The patterns are highly reproducible across animals (Fig. 5B).
These regions present both segregated and common areas testifying how both segregated and distributed activity contribute to
the spatial representation of each tastant.
Interestingly, we also observed a small response to distilled
water, located caudally within the GC (Figs. 2 B, 4 E). This is in
agreement with recent electrophysiological GC studies, suggesting that water might be considered as an independent taste modality (de Araujo et al., 2003; Stapleton et al., 2006), characterized
by specific activation of a cortical area within the GC. However, it
is still unclear whether the animals perceive water as another taste
modality or are just sensing changes in osmolarity of the salivary
solution. Yet, this water-activated GC area might be part of the
brain circuitry involved in regulating liquid intake and body homeostatic processes.
Evidences for segregation (or labeled-line)
In the mammalian gustatory system, activation of different cell
types on the tongue has been shown to be sufficient to drive
specific taste behaviors (Zhao et al., 2003; Mueller et al., 2005),
strongly supporting the existence of a labeled-line model for taste
coding. Anatomical and genetic tracing studies also provided evidence of segregated pathways for taste processing from the periphery to the brain in both insects and rodents (Wang et al.,
2004; Sugita and Shiba, 2005), confirming that basic organizing
principles of sensory processing are conserved among different
species. In Drosophila, axon labeling experiments showed that
projections from peripheral taste neurons to the brain are segregated by organ and therefore by position of the taste stimulus.
Projections from every taste organ are also segregated according
to the different taste modality (Wang et al., 2004). An imaging
study demonstrated the functional segregation of bitter and sweet
qualities at the first relay of the fly brain (Marella et al., 2006). In
rodents, a genetic approach (Sugita and Shiba, 2005) suggested a
segregation of bitter and sweet and umami projections up to the
cortical level. In humans, imaging by functional magnetic resonance the insular cortex, where the primary GC is located (Small
et al., 2003), indicated a certain degree of spatial organization.
Another study provided the evidence of different patterns of activity in the human primary GC elicited by the five taste modalities, although some overlap existed and the interindividual topographical variability was considerable (Schoenfeld et al., 2004).
The functional spatial patterns that we observed indicate that
there is a fundamental difference in the neural representation of
bitter and sweet at the cortical level (Fig. 5A, top). Quinine is
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represented more caudally, whereas sucrose activates a more rostral region of the gustatory cortex. Although reflexes of acceptance and avoidance might not need the presence of the GC (Grill
and Norgren, 1978), our results provided the evidence for functional taste differentiation even at the cortical level, although the
territories are not strictly distinct. Our results are in agreement
with previous electrophysiological studies (Yamamoto et al.,
1985, 1989) and partially consistent with the genetic tracing study
(Sugita and Shiba, 2005) because the labeled neurons might belong to the regions that we found activated by one but not by the
other taste modality. However, the presence of overlapping regions does not allow us to state that the two modalities have a
segregated cortical representation. The same considerations hold
for any couple of the four stimuli: differential patterns of activation (Fig. 5A, bottom; B), might partly be the result of a labeledline processing from the periphery but does not lead to a completely segregated cortical representation. Our results also
contrast with a previous imaging study in guinea pig insular cortex that reported that salt and sweet taste representations are
completely segregated (Yoshimura et al., 2004). However, the
conclusions of this report must be treated with caution because
the authors did not present any quantification of the responses at
a population level.
In general, if the one-by-one map comparison seems to reveal
regions of specificity of one stimulus to another, the overlay of the
four average activation maps shows that there is no apparent
region dedicated to the processing of only one taste modality.
Evidence for distributed activity
Electrophysiological recordings of mammalian GC neurons provide results that are not consistent with segregated pathways of
gustatory processing. Recordings from the primary gustatory areas of awake monkeys (Scott and Plata-Salaman, 1999; Verhagen
et al., 2004) clearly showed that taste-responsive cells were
broadly tuned across modalities (i.e., the same cell responds to
several taste modalities and to several properties of the oral stimuli), thus confirming the results found in both anesthetized and
awake rodents (Ogawa et al., 1994; Hanamori et al., 1998; Katz et
al., 2001; Stapleton et al., 2006). In the macaque GC, Scott and
Plata-Salaman (1999) plotted the location of each neuron as a
function of its most effective basic stimulus and found no evidence of chemotopic organization of the cortical structure. However, these results do not allow ruling out of the possibility of a
spatial organization. Indeed, Yamamoto et al. (1985) proposed a
possible chemotopic organization of the rat GC based on extracellular recordings and on an arbitrary grid partition of the cortical area.
We found overlapping regions between the patterns observed
in rodent GC, and this is consistent with the above-described
electrophysiological data. We hypothesize that, in these commonly activated regions, the incidence of broadly tuned neurons
is higher than in the segregated regions. In summary, our functional imaging experiment provided useful data to interpret both
electrophysiological and genetic tracing results and to create a
bridge between the two apparently contrasting theories of taste
coding.
Spatial coding of concentration dependence
Many studies examined the effect of changes in tastant concentrations on neuronal responses throughout the gustatory pathway. Behavioral studies in both humans and rodents (Bartoshuk,
1974; Spector et al., 1993) found a direct relationship between the
perceived intensity and the increasing NaCl concentration. Elec-
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trophysiological studies with rodents or nonhuman primates
have shown that increasing the stimulus concentration would
usually produce an increase in the firing rate. At the GC level, our
results are consistent with the majority of both behavior and
electrophysiological experiments (Yaxley et al., 1990; Scott et al.,
1991) (but see Stapleton et al., 2006). In fact, we measured the
responses to three increasing NaCl concentrations, and we found
a monotonic increase in the maximum amplitude and in the size
of the response (Fig. 4 B). The expanded size of the activated area
(Fig. 4 A) might reflect the recruiting of additional neuronal population, probably less specific to the tastant identity and encoding
other properties of the gustatory stimulus such as its palatability.
Is there a spatial representation of tastant hedonic value in
primary GC?
The gustatory system is the ultimate control, leading to the decision on which substances will be ingested and which will be rejected. Generally, sweet and salt tastes are associated with nutrients important for survival, whereas bitter and sour tastes are
often associated with potentially noxious or unripe substances
(Saper et al., 2002). Therefore, a relevant part of gustatory processing is eventually dedicated to the distinction between palatable and unpalatable stimuli.
In rodents, it has been suggested that the process of establishing the palatability (or hedonic value) of a tastant mostly takes
place at the level of lower brainstem centers, the nucleus of solitary tract in the medulla and the parabrachial nucleus in the pons
(Grill and Norgren, 1978; Kiefer and Orr, 1992). In humans, the
behavioral choice among tastes can be made in the absence of the
gustatory cortex (Adolphs et al., 2005). However, electrophysiological recordings showed that some GC neurons respond specifically to taste stimulus palatability (Yamamoto et al., 1989). In
addition, electrical stimulation of GC increases the palatability of
various tastants (Cubero and Puerto, 2000), providing another
evidence that GC is involved in the response to stimulus hedonic
value.
Our imaging experiments suggest that the primary GC keeps
some information related to tastant hedonic value in terms of
spatial patterns of activation. In fact, we found that the higher
degree of overlap between maps could be related to similar hedonic value of the stimuli (Figs. 5D, 6 B). This may indicate the
existence of some distinct GC territories (enclosing the subregions specific to different modalities) dedicated to the processing
of tastant hedonics.
In summary, by in vivo optical imaging of intrinsic signals, we
found that the tastants activated spatial areas in the rat GC specific to each modality and that could therefore be essential for
tastant discrimination. We also observed that the patterns had
more common regions according to the similar tastant hedonic
value, proposing a possible way for the GC to keep track of tastant
palatability.
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